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profession, with a right of appeal to the High Court. The General
Medical Council, which is also a body set up by statute, has power
to try by a Disciplinary Committee, which sits with a legal assessor,
members of the medical profession for unprofessional conduct and,
as the one penalty which it may impose, has power to erase a doctor's
name from the Medical Register. An appeal by the person whose
conduct is investigated lies to^the Judicial Committee of the Privy
Council. The Dental .Board has similar powers; there is a right of
appeal to the HSpi"C6urt/Provided that there is no imposition of
arbitrary punishments and that ordinary judicial methods are
observed, "group law" is not inconsistent with the rule of law.
Courts-martial follow legal forms and observe strict rules of pro-
cedure. A recent extension of "group law" is, however, open to
criticism. Provision has been made by statute1 to enable a sub-
stantial majority of persons engaged in a particular branch of
agriculture to frame a scheme for the organisation of their industry
which has the force of law and is binding on all producers in the
industry concerned whether they voted for or against the proposal
Schemes provide for the establishment of marketing boards elected
by the industry concerned which are given powers of control over
the production and marketing of a particular commodity. These
powers include the power for the board itself to punish for a breach
of the provisions of a scheme. Marketing boardsJiave been criticised
on the ground that they are in the position of prosecutor, judge and
jury in their own case; that their chairmen are usually without legal
qualifications; and that they do not follow normal rules of procedure
and evidence. In 1939 a departmental committee recommendeda
that allegations of offences should be heard by small disciplinary
committees presided over by an independent chairman with legal
qualifications, and that provision should be made for an appeal from
a disciplinary committee to the High Court on a point of law; the
first of these recommendations has been accepted.8
Discretionary We must now consider discretionary authority as opposed to
Authority, arbitrary power. If it is contrary to the rule of law that discretionary
authority should be given to government departments or public
officers, then the rule of law is inapplicable to any modern constitu-
tion j When Dicey wrote the first edition of his Law of the Gwmtifa*
tion, the primary functions of the State were the preservation of
law and order, defence and foreign relations; The exercise of dis-
cretionary authority in these spheres did not touch directly upon
toe citizen's daily life, nor did it frequently give rise to cases in the
* Agricultural Marketing Acts, 1931-33; tf. Herring Industry Acts, 1935-44.
8 ISegoit of the Deraaittnental Comiftittee on the Imposition of Penalties by
Maife&ig Boards aad Otber Similar Bodies, 1939, Cmd, 5980,
« Ag&wt*re Marketing Act, 1949, s. 5.

